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ABSTRACT
Electronic mail is a widespread means of communication today.
Local area networks have made possible the communication between
heterogeneous computer systems. However, since electronic mail systems
on individual computer systems are not compatible with each other and
the local area network interfaces do not provide a mail service, dif
ferent systems cannot exchange mail messages.
The work performed here addresses the problems of distributed
electronic mail in local area network environments with heterogeneous
computer systems. The requirements, design and implementation of a
remote electronic mail system for VAX/VMS and INTEL/XENIX computers
interconnected on a Sytek Local Net 20 broadband network are presented.
This system was developed to run in the Computer Engineering Research
Laboratory and the College of Engineering computer systems at the
University of Arizona. This electronic mail system allows different
machines to easily exchange electronic mail while still allowing users
to work on their own systems.

ix

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The most important feature of any group or civilization is its
means of communication. The better its communication, the better the
society. Modern man has many means of communication using computers.
One such means is electronic mail (EM). With the proliferation of com
puters in today's society, there exists a great need for electronic
communication. Born out of the need to share resources, computer net
works were created. As a natural outgrowth of computer networks, the
need for remote electronic mail (REM) has grown. An example of this is
the Sytek Local Net 20 Network of the Computer Engineering Research
Laboratory (CERL) which is host to many heterogeneous computer systems.
1.1 Statement of the Problem
Electronic mail systems to date have been implemented on single
CPU systems and do not include multiple computers in local area network
environments. Heterogeneous computer systems connected by LANs each
maintain their separate mail systems. There exists a great need to
communicate via electronic mail between these computer systems. Users,
however, wish to continue to use the familiar EMSs of their computer
systems. A great benefit would be an EMS that would allow users of
heterogeneous computer systems (connected by LANs) to communicate with
each other while still using their individual mail services.
1
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This thesis is concerned with implementing an electronic mail
system for the Sytek Local Net 20 Network such that it will be distri
buted between systems, it will be built on top of each system's mail
service, and the user interface program will be standard throughout
each system.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
The objectives of this thesis were to design and implement a
REMS for the heterogeneous computer systems on the Sytek Local Net 20
Network in the Computer Engineering Research Laboratory. In order to
implement REMS on top of each system's mail service, some type of user
interface program must gather all the necessary information from the
user, massage it into a form compatible with the individual mail systems
and then use the local mail system to deliver it. Since the local mail
system can only deliver mail to users on the same system, all remote
mail requests must be sent to one entity who can then deliver it over
the network. Hence, the need for a communications program is born, as
well as the need for a dedicated "mail account." All mail is delivered
to this account. The communications program uses the LocalNet 20 to
deliver remote mail and the local system's mail service to deliver local
mail. Since it is a waste of all resources to deliver individual mail
messages, the communications program is called only when there is mail
to deliver. Another program determines if there is mail to deliver.
If there is no mail to deliver, the program will come back later to
check again for the presence of mail. The wait time between checks can
be changed. The wait time depends on certain factors: how busy the
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network is, how many messages there are to deliver, how often these
messages come in and the importance of these messages. Since the user
is finished when the user session ends, he needs to be notified of
the status of his request. The communications program mails a notice
back to the originator of the message for each mail message.
1.3 Background and Environment
Computer networks have been around for many years now. Present
at first in academia, industry research and the government, computer
networks were a hodge-podge, almost a black art method of getting com
puters to talk to each other. There were no requirements other than get
computer A to communicate with computer B. When the results of inter
connection prototypes were seen, many individuals became interested.
Two results sprang out of this. First, there arose a new need for
this expertise in interconnecting heterogeneous equipment. Second, a
need for standardization arose. There is still much work to be done
in this area but some standards have been accepted. Along with these
developments, it became commercially feasible to create networks. This
development spun off a whole bunch of side technologies/products, of
which remote electronic mail (REM) is one.
Electronic mail is of primary interest to virtually everyone in
this day of the Information Age. Office automation would be useless
without it. Academia is busy researching topics which industry does
not address. The government has been a sponsor in the research and
development of EMSs.
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1.3.1 Electronic Mail Systems Today
Electronic mail systems are in widespread use today. There
are three types: distributed, centralized and the combination of the
two. All systems provide the basics of an EMS, that is, creation and
distribution of messages, mailboxes, editing and storing capabilities
for received messages, and the ability to access stored messages.
There are a variety of more advanced systems whose capabilities exceed
these basic functions. In this section, some of the existing mail
systems are summarized.
EMSs are used by a diverse group of people. Businesses from
fashion clothing designers to oil companies all use EMSs for some form
of communication. EM is reliable, quick, cheap, easy to use, efficient
and organized! It is used for interoffice correspondence, inter-organ
ization correspondence, personal memos, distribution of information
(sales reports, inventories, etc.), bulletin boards and directory
listings, to mention a few.
Several issues face EMSs today; some of which are standards,
hybrid models, security (and legal ramifications), the impact of EMSs
on the workforce (unemployment), and the home environment. The hot
issue is standards - it is the greatest problem facing international
electronic mail. A proposed standard is the Message Handling Service
(MHS) model, which is in the OSI environment (Emerging Protocols for
Global Message Exchange, 1982).
Under a report done by Link Resources, EM revenues should grow
from $80 million in 1983 to more than $2.1 billion in 1988. This
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study also notes that the fastest growing group of EMS providers is
those vendors of mixed-mode services (hybrid systems) who offer hard
copy courier delivery along with terminal to terminal services (Link
Says Electronic Mail Key to Users Going Online, 1985). According to a
report done by Creative Strategies International, a California based
market research and consulting firm, total revenues for EMSs will top
$3.4 billion by 1988 (Growth Predicted for Electronic Mail Market,
1984). EM has been technically proven in such corporations as XEROX
and Hewlett Packard for at least a decade. Since 1984, the EM market
has rapidly gained momentum (Growth Predicted for Electronic Mail
Market, 1984). EM is now so prevalent that the Electronic Mail Associa
tion (EMA) will hold a series of conferences on EM and messages in
Washington D.C. in September of 1985. The two sessions deal with
introduction to EM for government, business executives and trade
associations, and the Second International Symposium on Computer
Messaging Systems (Electronic Mail Association to Host Conferences
in D.C., 1985).
1.3.1.1 Single CPU Electronic Mail Systems. The XENIX (Trade
mark: Microsoft) 286 mail provides a limited but sufficient set of mail
services on a single CPU system. These services allow mail messages
to be sent, read, created, disposed of, printed on a printer, displayed
on the screen, edited, forwarded, replied to, saved, and appended to a
file. XENIX also provides for sending an existing file ("mail user
<filespec"), displaying aliases (related to distribution lists), dis
playing mail commands, running a shell command within mail, changing
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the order of messages, changing the mail and undeleting messages
(provided you're still in the same mail session as the one in which
you deleted the message). Messages are created with either the ED or
VI editor. They can be stored in a default mailbox "mbox" or in
another specified mailbox. Messages are time-stamped and come with a
header containing the following information: who it's from, date,
time and subject field. Distribution lists are based on aliases. The
following line in a user's .mailrc file (in the home directory) pro
vides for a distribution list (of five people) named "cohorts":
"alias cohorts bill bob sally joan carl."
Figure 1.1 shows a list of mail related files in the XENIX 286 system
(XENIX 286 Reference Manual, 1984).
The VAX/VMS 4.0 VAX MAIL (and higher) mail utility is an updated
mail system. VAX MAIL allows you to send messages to other users on
your system or to other VAX users connected to your system by DECnetVAX. Messages can be read, filed, forwarded, deleted, printed and re
plied to. Received messages are stored in files (default: MAIL.MAI);
all files are subdivided into folders. There are three default folders:
MAIL.MAI (for already read messages), NEWMAIL (for new (unread) mail),
and WASTEBASKET (for deleted mail). The mail hierarchy, from highest
to lowest, is mail utility which holds mail files which hold folders
which hold mail messages (Figure 1.2).
VAX MAIL time stamps its mail according to the time received.
Users are notified immediately if they have just been sent a mail
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/usr/spool/mail

system mailbox

/usr/name/dead.1etter

file where undeliverable mail is deposited

/usr/name/mbox

old mail

/usr/name/.mailrc

file giving initial mail commands

/usr/lib/mail/aliases

system wide aliases

/usr/1ib/mail/aliases.hash

system wide alias data base

/usr/1i b/mai1/mai 1i ases

machine aliases

/usr/1ib/mailhelp.esc

help file

/usr/1ib/mailhelp.cmd

help file

/usr/1ib/mailhelp.set

help file

/usr/1i b/mai1/mai1rc

system wide initialization file

/bin/mail

the mail command

Figure 1.1. XENIX 286 Mail Files.

INDIVIDUAL
MAIL
MESSAGE

FOLDERS

Figure 1.2. VAX Mail Hierarchy.

message. If they're not logged in, upon login users will be notified
of any new mail. The VT100, VT52 or LK201 keyboards have keys defined
to execute mail commands. There are protections available for messages.
VMS MAIL provides for nested distribution lists. Messages are edited
with EDT (this can be changed). Files can be sent using the DCL MAIL
command "mail[/subject^text'] [/self] filespec recipient-name." Examples:
mail dog.pas tao, son, ram
mail dog.pas "@distribution list"
The following data is maintained in the ISAM file (SYS$SYSTEM:
VMSMAIL.DAT) for each user: user name, forwarding address, personal name,
copy send/reply flags, autopurge flag, mail file subdirectory name,
and new mail count. It is a "profile" file. All mail commands are
listed in Appendix A (VAX/VMS Mail Utility Reference Manual, 1984).
1.3.1.2 Local Area Network Electronic Mail Systems. Omni net
is a local area network (LAN) made by Corvus; it has an EMS provided by
Software Connections. The EMS's software is made up of two parts:
"central post office" (or mail monitor) which runs on a dedicated PC,
and "local mailman" which runs on each user's PC. The post office is
the main distribution center. The mailman creates and sends letters
and picks up mail distributed by the post office. The central post
office can (at a user-defined time) dial up another mail monitor via
the telephone line and pass it mail. The central post office always
monitors the phone line for incoming mail. The dedicated PC acts as
a batch mode mail system. The local mailman stores any mail to be
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delivered on the network disc. Not until the mail monitor program is
executed will mail be delivered. Some of its features are: screen
oriented editor for the user to create mail, distribution lists, printer
spooler capability, data or text files may be sent, and senders are
notified when any letter has been received by everyone on the mailing
list (Chorafas, 1984). This is perhaps the closest example to my
thesis. The points in common being: batch mode, user notification
at a later date, screen editor and distribution lists.
From the "Data Communications" excerpts of ACM comes a distributed
message system called Diamond. Diamond Multimedia Document System (DMDS)
is a distributed system for creating, editing, formatting, filing, trans
mitting, printing and archiving documents that contain text, graphics,
images and speech. It is on a set of distributed workstations and small
server computer systems that form a cluster connected by a LAN. It uses
documents for messages, memos, notes and forms. Diamond also suggests
the concept of folders. Document and folder presentation programs (run
ning at a user access point) interact with multiple distributed services
that provide document storage, printing and image scanning services.
Diamond also performs security checks (Forsdick, 1983).
1.3.1.3 Mash. MASH (Mail Access Supporting Heterogeneity) is
an EMS developed by the MIS department at the University of Arizona at
Tucson for the U.S. Army Information Systems Command at Fort Huachuca,
Arizona. MASH provides for immediate delivery and response of messages
over long distances, economical and secure storage of messages, and an
on-line help facility and a list or directory of users. It also provides
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for the following services (most of them with respect to the mail
message): create, edit, peruse, send, receive, store, forward, transmit,
reply, look at 1ist/directory and get at profile. It is a menu driven
system with function keys. MASH provides for a multilevel or nested
function menu, with the capability of going back a level or back to
the main menu. It uses a window format so that the nested levels can
be displayed. A word processor creates/edits the text; it also pro
vides for an electronic search based on keywords, subject or actual
content. Parts of the message are automatically created from something
called "a user profile file." This file maintains data such as the
user's nickname, his social security number, etc.
MASH has one or more central computers acting as a Mail Server
who keeps track of the individual users. It allows sending and receiv
ing between connected users and will temporarily store messages for
users not currently connected. It also keeps archives of all mail
transmitted over the network. Each user has his own logical work
station which are programs that can be installed on a microcomputer,
minicomputer or mainframe. All workstations communicate via networks.
Each workstation has private mailboxes where they receive or create
messages for the user or user group. There are four mailboxes: MBI
for incoming mail, MBR for reading mail, MBC for created mail and MBS
for mail to be sent. Newly created (outgoing) mail is put in the MBC
where it will reside and can be changed until it is picked up by the
system. The pickup by the system is initiated when a certain number
of messages are ready to be sent. This number is specified in the

user profile. Once the system picks it up, it will be moved to the
MBS. MASH doesn't send out mail one by one because it is too heavy a
load on the mailbox server and on the network. However, there is a
transmit function available for immediate transfer of mail. The work
station architecture consists of a user interface, a data management
facility, and various alternative drivers (Figure 1.3). When these
drivers are properly installed, the user can load the system on the
workstation and run it (MASH User Manual).
1.3.2 Environment in CERL
The Computer Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL) of the
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at the University of
Arizona at Tucson is involved in hardware and software developments in
computer networks. Over the years, the lab grew with the addition of
many computer systems. An Ethernet LAN was installed and is currently
in operation. More machines arrived and a Sytek LocalNet 20 Broadband
Network was also installed. Originally, the Sytek LocalNet 20 housed
local engineering machines. Its growth has been phenomenal, and it now
hosts over 30 heterogeneous machines from all over the College of
Engineering campus. It has connections to the University Computer
Center Network and looks as if it will continue to grow.
Within the Sytek LocalNet 20, EMSs are available on each computer
system. However, these heterogeneous EMSs cannot communicate with each
other. This is a waste of (network) resources and a basic problem for
users. A Remote Electronic Mail System (or Service) would solve this
problem. However, users are already familiar with their local systems'
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Figure 1.3. MASH Workstation Architecture.

mail service, so a really useful REMS would provide this service. This
thesis implements this REMS on the Sytek LocalNet 20 Network so that
users can communicate with each other via their own systems' mail
service.
1.3.2.1 Sytek Localnet 20 Network. The Sytek LocalNet 20
Network is a data communication network. It integrates the technologies
of wideband broadcast local networks, packet switching and cable TV to
serve time-sharing networks, management information systems, integrated
office communication systems, industrial control and monitoring systems
and inter-campus and intra-city data distribution systems. The LocalNet
20 PCU (Packet Communication Unit) is a device that connects a local
device to the broadband network and through the network and another PCU
to a remote device. The local device can choose any network member as
a destination device. The local device can also communicate with
members of other LocalNets if the network has bridges and/or gateways
to the other networks.
The radio frequency (RF) carriers of the broadband system are
frequency division multiplexed (FDM), creating many independent LocalNet
digital information channels. These channels coexist with other nonLocalNet services of the broadband network, such as point-to-point
broadband modems and broadcase and conference video. These digital
channels are time division multiplexed (TDM) among a large number of
user devices through the use of digital packet switching.
LocalNet PCUs are intelligent devices that perform packet
assembly, disassembly, buffering, error and flow control, protocol and
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code conversion, speed matching, data security, network management and
more. In short, LocalNet provides for data communication functions
from high-level application dependent requirements to complete trans
mission management (Figure 1.4). There are two modes of PCU operationcommand mode and data mode. Data mode is when the PCU is actually
handling the data flow between devices on the network. Command mode is
when the PCU accepts and responds to its various commands. LocalNet 20
has two types of PCUs - LocalNet 20/100 and LocalNet 20/200 which sup
port two and eight ports, respectively. CERL's PCUs are LocalNet 20/100
which have the capability of supporting up to four simultaneous sessions
distributed among the two ports or allocated to a single port. LocalNet
PCUs provide a variable number of full duplex sessions. A session is
a "call" and a connection made by a local device through a PCU to
another device on the network. This call comes in two addressing forms:
a fully qualified address specifying a particular device port on a
particular PCU and a partially qualified rotary address specifying any
available port on a particular PCU. Figure 1.5 shows the relationship
between PCUs, ports, sessions, devices on the network and addresses.
LocalNet 20 employs a layered architecture conforming to the
Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) for its communi
cation protocol. LocalNet 20 provides for a range of communication
services for its devices: PCU management, session management, data
handling, signalling and maintenance. The features are controlled by
a set of attributes set by PCU commands. Appendix B lists PCU attri
butes, Appendix C lists PCU commands and Appendix D lists PCU message

BROADBAND
CABLE
SYSTEM

PACKET
COMMUNICATION

USER
DEVICE

**o

4"
LOCALNET
RESPONSIBILITY

USER DEVICE
RESPONSIBILITY

NETWORK APPLICATIONS:
TRANSMISSION MEDIA CONTROL
PROTOCOL PROCESSING AND CONVERSION
ERROR CONTROL
FLOW CONTROL
ROUTING

TERMINAL CONTROL
DATA SECURITY
INTERNETWORKING/GATEWAYS
VIRTUAL TERMINAL CONTROL
NETWORK RECONFIGURATION

Figure 1.4. Sytek LocalNet 20 Services.
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responses to commands (LocalNet 20 Reference Manual and Installation
Guide, 1982). Appendix E lists the attributes of each PCU involved
in the REMS. Figure 1.6 shows the current CERL Sytek LocalNet 20
System configuration and Figure 1.7 shows only those systems on the net
work involved with this thesis.

Appendix F lists the systems and their

addresses. The following section concerns CERL's Sytek LocalNet 20
Network and its relation to the REMS.
A "CR" will get the attention of the PCU and put you in command
mode, indicated by the Sytek LocalNet 20 prompt

To address a re

mote system on the Sytek LocalNet 20, issue this command:
"CALL system address"
where system address is a unique four digit number representing the re
mote machine. Since LocalNet 20 provides for two sessions per address,
a comma after the system address followed by a zero or a one specifies
a particular port. However, if no port is specified, the Sytek LocalNet
20 will automatically dial up port 0 and then port 1 if port 0 is not
available. If the call is unable to go through, a

followed by an

appropriate response will be returned to you (Appendix D). If the call
went through, you will see nothing and the remote system is waiting for
you to get its attention to login by entering a "CR." You are now
communicating with the remote system as if you were on a terminal
attached directly to one of its ports. Some systems have automatic
closing of session when you logout, others do not. For those which
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Figure 1.6. Sytek LocalNet 20 System Diagram.
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do not, after logging out, enter the following sequence: "ESC-DEL,"
done, "CR," "CR." The response you should receive is:
#session XXXX closed
where XXXX is the LocalNet 20 address. At any time during the session
(before logging out), if you enter the "ESC-DEL" sequence, you will
be back in Sytek LocalNet 20 command mode.
1.3.2.2 Network Systems and Users. The systems on the Sytek
LocalNet 20 which are pertinent to this thesis are the Intel 86, the
Intel 286 microcomputer, the CADVAX 750 and the MISVAX 11/780. The
two Intel machines belong to the CERL lab, the VAX 780 belongs to the
MIS Department and the VAX 750 to Dr. F.J. Hill. All machines are re
search systems and serve as mailbox hosts.
The Intel 86 also runs on the Intel 8086 processor. The iSBC
86/30 has one serial port and one parallel port (for the printer). The
iSBC 534 board supports four serial communication ports. The Winchester
has 35 Mbytes of memory and there is an additional 896 Kbytes of memory.
It supports an eight inch floppy disk drive. There are two Sytek
LocalNet 20 ports.
The Intel 286 runs on the Intel 286 processor. The iSBC 286/10
supports two serial ports and one parallel port (for the printer). The
iSBC 544A has four serial communication ports. Its Winchester has 35
Mbytes of memory and there is an additional 896 Kbytes of memory. It
also supports an eight inch floppy disk drive. There are two Sytek
LocalNet 20 ports.

The MISVAX is a VAX 780 with eight Mbytes of main memory. It
also has 1.5 Gbytes of disk storage and an 800/1600 bpi tape drive. It
will support a maximum of 40 concurrent users. Output devices include
color graphics terminals, low and high speed character printers, color
plotters and graphic printers. There are four connections to the
Sytek LocalNet 20 (two in-going and two out-going),as well as other net
work connections.
The 750 CADVAX has two Mbytes of main memory (soon to be four
Mbytes) and 756 Mbytes of disk memory. Peripheral devices include a
Printronix printer, two inch dual floppies, a tapedrive (1600 bpi) and
16 serial communication ports of which two are Sytek LocalNet 20
ports.
The Intel 86 runs version 2.1 while the Intel 286 system runs
version 3.0 of the XENIX operating system. The MISVAX currently has
VMS 4.1, although it is constantly being upgraded. The CADVAX runs
VMS 3.4.
XENIX 3.0 (Intel 286) supports multiple users and multiple
tasks. It is compatible with Bell Labs' System III UNIX Operating Sys
tem.

It also includes some Berkeley UNIX features. (Intel added on

to the original XENIX developed by Microsoft.) XENIX supports three
editors: vi - the full screen editor, ed and ex - two line editors
and nroff/troff - text processors and office tools (calendar systems).
XENIX has three basic operating system components: the kernel, utility
programs and a command interpreter. The XENIX kernel features over sixty
different standard system calls (including all those provided by UNIX
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III) a hierarchial file system, the concept of treating devices like
files, and device drivers for terminals, Winchester disks, flexible
disks and tapes. Most of the kernel is written in "C" with the rest
written in assembly language. XENIX also provides a mail service and
offers over 200 utility programs. The command interpreter is NOT part
of the kernel but is implemented separately for ease of change. XENIX
provides many more services (Overview of the XENIX 286 Operating System,
1984).
The XENIX 2.1 (Intel 86) operating system is modeled after the
Bell Labs UNIX System. The CADVAX VMS 3.4 is a subset of VMS 4.0 and
will not be discussed.
The 4.1 VMS Operating System is a timesharing multitasking
operating system. It provides a variety of services such as several
editors (EDT, TECO, SUMSLP, etc.), lexical services, a word processor DSR (Digital Standard Runoff), a command interpreter - DCL (Digital
Command Language), utilities such as libraries, phone, mail, System
Services, RTL (Run Time Library) Routines, Record Management Services,
Networking Services and security services. VMS has an extensive on
line HELP facility and a MACRO language. It also provides for disk
and magtape services. Its I/O is device dependent. VMS also supports
a debugger, a logical name service, symbol definitions and command
procedures.
The Intel machines support "C" and assembly language. The Intel
86 also supports PROLOG. The MISVAX supports Fortran-77 (with Digital
enhancements), PASCAL, "C," Assembly, LISP, BLISS and SIMSCRIPT (a

simulation tool). The CADVAX supports "C," Assembly, ADA, PASCAL and
Fortran.
Users on the XENIX system are usually ECE students working in
the CERL lab. The MIS environment is much more diverse. Faculty
members, graduate students, undergraduates and the general public
(campus) access this system. Users on the CADVAX system are mostly
ECE graduate students.

CHAPTER 2
REMOTE ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Guided by the thesis objectives, the design requirements were
developed to reflect our particular Sytek LocalNet 20 system and its
heterogeneous computer systems. REMS is built on top of the existing
hardware, operating systems and mail systems. Figure 2.1 shows the
relation between this REMS and the existing hardware and software.
With respect to the OSI Reference Model, this REMS is in the last or
topmost layer (layer 7) - the Application Layer (Figure 2.2). Factors
which influenced the design were:
1. Who are the present target users.
2. Who are the future target users.
3. What is the estimated REMS demand now.
4. What is the estimated REMS demand in the future.
5. What are the available tools (hardware and software).
6. Realistic goals within time frame.
2.1 User Interface
A potentially large number of users are targeted for the Sytek
LocalNet 20 Network. Their computer expertise runs from novice com
puter user to hacker, with all possible combinations in between. This
diverse group of users reflects different needs as well. However,
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from doctoral graduate students in ECE, to administrators, to visitors
to the campus, all users require that:
1. The system be easy to learn and use.
2. The system be similar to some standard so that it is con
sistent throughout the Sytek Local Net 20 Network.
2.2 Communication Interface
The communication interface is that software responsible for
reading from and writing to the Sytek Local Net 20 port on that particu
lar machine. This software is the meat of the whole REMS because it is
responsible for communicating with the other remote machines over the
Sytek LocalNet 20 Network. The specific design requirements for this
software are: independence/security from the user, modularity, and
portability (in terms of hardware).
This software's function requires that it be isolated from any
user contact which may compromise the security of its message handling
(reception/delivery). In conjunction with the above requirement comes
the need for modularity. The Sytek LocalNet 20 interface may change
at any time due to an upgrade on the Network, thus requiring a corre
sponding change in this software. Modularity is also important due to
the system dependencies in the communication interface software. De
pending on the implementation, a change in the computer system's oper
ating system or high level language of implementation also requires a
matching change in this software. In the event that any part of or all
the rest of the software needs updating, those changes can be made
without affecting this software. In the event that the hardware of
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the existing system's communication ports or the Sytek Local Net 20's
hardware changes, this software will be portable to the new hardware.
2.3 Computers and Operating Systems
Due to the diverse nature of this project with its heterogeneous
computer systems, there exists a great need for modular, portable soft
ware. Some very important design requirements are:
1. Use the existing operating systems.
2. Use the existing mail systems.
3. Use the existing languages.
4. Modular/portable software design.
These requirements allow for any future changes to be automatically
updated, and they make it easy to update any changes which are not auto
matic. With the different computer's operating systems, mail systems
and high level languages, it would be impractical and undesirable
to standardize the REMS. It is important to build REMS on top of the
existing systems for several reasons: it makes REMS portable, it
doesn't reinvent the wheel, it uses the power of the existing systems
and it allows the user(s) to work with a system they are already
familiar with.
There is yet another reason for these design requirements. They
allow the implementator greater flexibility in design because of the
available tools, and they allow the implementator to complete this
thesis! The volatile computer industry is constantly churning out up
dates, finding errors, upgrading/changing hardware, creating new tools
and making significant breakthroughs in both hardware and software.
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Within this environment, any original work would quickly be outdated,
perhaps even before it is finished. Conversely, any design of signifi
cant future use is hard to implement with current technology in the de
sired time frame.
2.4 Performance Features
Three performance features addressed in the design requirements
are reliability, security and response time. REM must guarantee de
livery of the mail message or return a log of which messages were not
sent and why not to the user. Because REM is built on top of existing
software and hardware, it is not possible to guarantee the delivery
of the mail messages. In all probability, the message(s) will be
delivered. However, for a reliable REMS, errors must be guarded
against.
Within the realm of the newly created software (for REMS),
the security of the messages must be provided for. It cannot be ex
pected to protect against security breaches which could arise due to
any existing software or hardware. Therefore, this software must
(only) be responsible for any new opportunities to compromise the
integrity/security of the system which could arise from its presence.
The mail messages must be secure from individuals unauthorized to
modify them. They must be secure from the new code itself, which may
inadvertently modify and/or damage the code.
Response time is a critical issue. The most important question
being - should it be an interactive REMS or a non-interactive REMS?
The answer may seem obvious at first glance. However, one must take
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into account the environment. Who is using this system, what are
their needs, what is the future projection for this system and, more
importantly, what tools (hardware and software) are available for im
plementing each option.
It is probably agreed upon that live or interactive response is
better than non-interactive response. Unfortunately, that is not
necessarily the case. To implement the interactive method with uni
formity over all nodes in the network requires a lot of storage. In
the event that the message cannot be delivered "live," the REMS must
store the message until it catches the destination user logged in. It
is possible that an exceedingly large amount of storage could be re
quired and not be available. Also, the original goal of interactive
ness is already lost. There is also the problem of the original user
waiting at the other end for his confirmation and/or reply. These
problems can all be overcome, but is it necessary? What are the needs
of your users? Do you have what it takes to support the "interactive"
option? Upon investigating the Sytek LocalNet 20 Network and the com
puter systems on it and the projected future usage of REM, the noninteractive option was chosen. It guarantees a response to the
originator within a reasonable amount of time. This time could be
variable and controlled by traffic on the Sytek LocalNet 20 such that
low traffic caused a shorter "down" time on the non-interactive system.
It also gives the user the option of waiting for a response or leaving,
knowing that he will get notified of the outcome.

Hence, to implement the non-interactive option, it was decided
to have a sleeping process wake up every X (some variable) unit of
time, check to see if it had any mail to deliver and, if so, send it
out. This option separates the user creation and delivery of the mail
message to the communication process from the communication process
itself, thus giving the user a little more flexibility.
2.5 Constraints
In the design of this REMS, there are certain constraints im
posed by both the hardware and the software. The XENIX systems' Sytek
Local Net 20 ports are both incoming and outgoing ports. The PCUs
which handle the XENIX/Sytek LocalNet 20 connection have attributes
which may be set to control their performance. The "QUIET" attribute
enables/disables the PCU response to a Sytek LocalNet 20 command. If
"QUIET" is on, the response is disabled. The XENIX Sytek LocalNet 20
ports have "QUIET" on such that the response is NOT echoed! The reason
for this is security. If "QUIET" was off, the PCU command responses
could be read back and the security of the session could be compromised.
This affects the design in the following manner. In establishing a
session between the remote machine and XENIX (through a Sytek LocalNet
20 port), the Sytek LocalNet 20 port is opened as a device and then read
and written to. If this port is not already in use and the remote ma
chine is unavailable, the XENIX system (program) will hang up. It
has no way of reading back the response to its "CALL." It can only
assume that the call will go through. Hence, this approach assumes
a dedicated Sytek LocalNet 20 line/port.
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The other constraint is that Pascal be the language of imple
mentation on the MISVAX. "C" was unavailable at the time of implementa
tion. The MISVAX only supported Fortran and Pascal. Pascal was chosen
because it is a structured language and lends itself more to this proj
ect.

CHAPTER 3
REMOTE ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Overall Software Structure
In the overall picture, the software naturally divides into two
parts: user interface and the communications part. The user interface
creates the mail message, specifies who it is for and delivers it to
the storage area. The communications program wakes up every so often,
checks the storage area for any mail, sends it out and then goes back
to sleep (Figures 3.1 and 3.2).
The REMS communications program is designed upon the master/slave
relationship; the master being the sending system and the slave being
the receiving system.
Two format changes must occur between the user input and the
delivery of the mail message. The user interface program messages the
user input into a format necessary for the communications program. The
sending (master) program performs the necessary changes that the remote
system requires.
3.1.1 Logical Structure
The logical structure of the REMS refers to the conceptual
design which actually turns out to be quite similar to the physical
design. This design, as described in the previous section, is the noninteractive version. Basically, it is the store and forward concept.
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Having decided on this design, let us examine some factors: storage
and response time. Currently, all target systems in REMS are research
machines. Their storage capability depends on actual storage capacity,
how much is already used up for non-REMS tasks, and the projected usage
for REMS.
The storage issue must be examined with another fact in mind.
That fact is that REMS is built on top of the existing mail system(s).
Hence, the only real factor to consider in storage is, "Will the addi
tional usage of the local mail system(s) be over-burdened by the new
REMS users?" Since all target systems are research machines, there
currently seems to be plenty of storage capacity. The MISVAX is per
haps the only trouble spot. However, at the time of this writing, some
of its load was transferred to another system within the MIS department.
The distributed REMS approach seems to be okay in this matter.
The current target users for REMS are not a large group. How
ever, the growth of the network is rapid. Its future holds the poten
tial for heavy REMS usage. This factor is taken into account in the
design of REMS, referring to the sleeping communications process. The
period in which it sleeps is a function of network traffic, REMS usage,
and (possibly) how much work is required by the CPU to implement this
sleeping process. Assuming that minimal (insignificant) work is re
quired to implement the sleeping process, a balance between network
traffic and REMS usage is needed. The sleep time is changed to reflect
this balance. It is conceivable that a time may come when this method
is no longer effective and a more centralized approach may be required.
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Directly related to the above discussion is the issue of re
sponse time. Since it is a non-interactive REMS, the user will receive
a mail message from the communication process concerning the status
of his REMS request. This message will come at some time in the imme
diate future. The time delay between sending the mail message and re
ceiving confirmation on its delivery is a function of the sleeping pro
cess and the time required to deliver the message or the time required
to figure out that it cannot deliver the message now. In order for
this REMS to be effective, the sleeping time must be reasonably short.
3.1.2 Physical Structure
The physical structure has two main parts: user interface and
communications program. It can be divided into further subparts:
user interface, mail delivery, alarm clock/sentry, communications, and
Sytek LocalNet 20 communications interface (Figure 3.3). Figure 3.4
illustrates the logical to physical relationship.
3.2 Program Module Design
An important part of the overall software implementation is the
programming style. Good programming practices such as well documented
code, modular code, top-down design and structured programming have
been adhered to. The code is NOT lean, but there is not any extra
code around. Not much attention was paid to the execution time of the
code; it seemed negligible with respect to the overall implementation.
This software is the final version of the original code developed for
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this research. This software is functional but is only a product of
research.
The REMS must be given special privileges: the ability to
mail users' programs residing in their directories, the ability to
open up the mail file and read from it and the ability to delete the
mail file (on XENIX systems).
3.2.1 User Interface
The user interface program (UIP) is stored as executable code
on each system. It is callable by any number of users simultaneously.
Users will receive notice of how to call the program and there will be
documentation (in some form) on it on each system. The UIP is standard
throughout this REMS. It also assumes a somewhat sophisticated user
familiar with the local operating system and mail system. The format is
designed for ease of use and to be similar to some existing standard.
Input is received from terminals and verified by the user. The
user is prompted for the remote system(s) and a list of user(s) to whom
he wishes to send mail to. This will be referred to as the command line
from now on. Distribution lists can only be implemented if the sender
remembers all the users on the list. The user is given several chances
to verify/change the command line. In the event that the user wishes
to add another user to a machine which has already been specified,
the UIP considers this a potential error and asks the user for per
mission to override the original request. If permission is granted,
the UIP will discard the first specification and consider this new
specification as the valid one. Note: this is an error on the user's
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part because the new user was not added to the original list but was
substituted for the original specification. In order to add a user,
the original command line plus the addition of the new name must all be
respecified. This approach was chosen to make the user aware of what
he is doing and to allow the user to change his mind, rather than
assuming he always wants to add a new user to the command line. There
is, of course, the final verification, at which time the user may verify
or discard his specifications.
3.2.2 Mail Delivery
The distinction between the mail delivery module (MDM) and the
UIP is not clear (Figure 3.5). These two modules share the "MENU" code.
Any interaction with the user is code belonging to the UIP, all other
code belongs to the MDM. MDM's responsibilities are to:
1. Call the editor to create the mail message file or retrieve the
user specified file.
2. Open two files: (a) mail file (from above) - in read mode;
(b) a new and unique file - in write mode
3. Write the command line to the new file.
4. Copy the mail file to the new file.
5. For XENIX systems only - Terminate the new file with an end of
message mark (five #'s).
6. Destroy the created mail file (if necessary).
7. Mail the new file to the communications program.
8. Delete the new file.
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An important function of MDM is to create a new and unique
filename for each message specified. This is required so that no mail
messages will get overwritten when MDM opens the "new file" in write
mode. MDM creates this unique filename from the time (Figure 3.6).
3.2.3 Alarm Clock/Sentry
The alarm clock/sentry module (ACSM) is the concept at the heart
of this software. Its job is to wake up every so often, check the di
rectory/storage where the mail is delivered to and see if there is any
to send out. If there is none, it goes back to sleep. Otherwise, it
calls the communications process (Figure 3.7).
On the XENIX systems, ACSM looks into a special mail directory
dedicated to receiving remote electronic mail. All mail is appended
to any existing mail. This directory can be opened as a file and its
contents read out. It is conceivable that someone could send junk mail
to this directory. The communications module will catch this (unless
they get real devious).
ACSM is implemented through a system procedure on the XENIX
systems called "cron" which deals with "crontabs." "Crontabs" is
actually a file which contains two pieces of information per entry:
another file specification (executable image) and a key specifying how
often this filespec should be executed (Figure 3.8). "Crontabs" lets
you specify the minute, hour, day of the month, month of the year and
day of the year. Every second, the XENIX system checks the file and
executes any programs whose "alarm has gone off." The second time unit
is a parameter set by the system.

JUL30143906.85
XENIX

12_0CT_1985_20_15_30_10. MSG
VAX

Figure 3.6. Unique Filename Specifications Generated
by the Mail Delivery Module for Each
Mail Message Which is Going to be Mailed.
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Figure 3.8. Example of a 'CRONTAB' File
on XENIX System.

On the MISVAX, the ACSM is implemented through a DCL program
which runs in a loop. ACSM determines if there is any mail, as ex
plained below. If there is any, it runs the communications program.
When it is done, it will check again for the presence of mail. If
there is no mail, the DCL process will sleep for a specified time,
reawaken and check for mail again.
Because of the way VMS 4.1 has structured its MAIL service,
it is very difficult for anyone to get at the actual mail files. A
roundabout way was taken to accomplish this with the existing system.
ACSM determines if there is any mail in the following manner. Through
the control of a DCL program it:
1. Temporarily redirects output to a file (for the next command
only).
2. Invokes MAIL.
3. Gives the following command:
"show new mail count"
which causes the following response (from MAIL) to be stored
in the file specified in (1):
"you have ??? new mail messages"
4. Opens that file and extracts the number of mail messages.
This number determines what action ACSM takes.
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3.2.4 Communications
The communications module (CM) will only be called if the ACSM
determines there is mail to be sent (Figure 3.9). The CM:
1. Extracts the mail message from the local mail system.
2. Formats it for the destination system.
3. Performs bookkeeping functions on the mail message.
4. Calls the Sytek LocalNet 20 Communications Interface Module
(SCIM) to deliver the message.
5. Takes different actions depending on the results obtained by
SCIM.
6. Mails results back to the originator of the mail message.
The CM on the XENIX systems merely opens the mail file and reads
out the message into another file whose format will be that of the des
tination system. Mail messages are separated by five "#'s." When EOF
occurs, CM deletes the whole mail file. While communicating with the
SCIM, CM makes note of the status of each mail request.

The CM on

the MISVAX has to do more work than XENIXs' CMs. Having obtained the
number of mail messages to be extracted from the ACSM, the CM does the
following. Within a loop based on the count obtained from the ACSM,
it:
1. Creates a unique filename (from the time) whose extension is
".txt" (Figure 3.10).
2. Extracts a new mail message into this file.
3. Decrements the count and repeats until there are no more mail
messages.
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In this manner, all mail files are unique and are grouped by their
".txt" extension. It is convenient to have each mail message in a
separate file. After each file is processed, CM deletes it. Once all
mail files have been processed, CM goes back to check and see if there
has been any mail delivered in the meantime (this is really ACSM).
The manner in which mail messages are sent out is an important
consideration. All previous software ensures that for each mail
message, the command line will be in the proper format. By this, it is
meant that all users for each system will be linked together, i.e.
xenix:tao jsu son ram
cadvax: ram
versus
xenix:tao jsu
cadvax:ram
xenix:son ram
This ensures that if a call is made to a remote system, all users
specified for this system will be handled during this one call (per
mail message). However, each time the ACSM calls the CM, it is likely
that there will be many mail messages to send. At first glance, it
seems wasteful that not all mail messages for a particular user on a
particular system be all sent at the same time. This approach seems
not only reasonable but almost the only logical way to do it. However,
this is truly NOT the case. Any benefit gained in using this approach
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would be far outweighed by the effort required to implement it. Not
only would this approach require a lot of overhead to keep track of
things, it would be time consuming, confusing, wasteful in storage and
error prone; essentially inefficient and unacceptable!
Only when one whole mail request has been completed will CM
send a mail message to the originator informing him of the outcome of
his request (Figure 3.11).
One disadvantage to this non-interactive type of REMS is the
fact that any illegal user names will not be detected until a mail de
livery is attempted. This problem could be solved by maintaining a
data base of valid users for every REMS system on each REMS system,
which the UIP would use to verify its input and thus stop an error from
progressing this far. However, this is costly in terms of space. In
order to be current and thus effective, some other tool must be avail
able to keep this data base current. Also, it is wasteful to store a
data base on each system, but it is also impractical to only have one
data base since this is a distributed REMS. The only other choices are
to make it interactive or to choose the approach used in this thesis.
Possible errors that could come back from the remote system,
which CM must handle, are illegal user name (see discussion in previ
ous paragraph), invalid file specification or some other error. The
invalid file specification error indicates that the transferred file
(mail message) was unable to be accessed by the remote mail system.
Either some error occurred in the transfer or an error occurred in the
remote system in opening/closing the file. There are no other

FOR A COMMAND LINE LIKE THIS, ISSUED FROM XENIX:
MISVAX: USER1 USER2 USER3
XENIX:

USERA

THE COMMUNICATIONS MODULE WILL SEND BACK A MAIL RESPONSE TO THE
ORIGINATOR THAT MIGHT LOOK LIKE THIS:

XENIX MAIL
HEADER
MAIL SENT SUCCESSFULLY TO USER:
*MISVAX USER!*
*MISVAX USER2*
*MISVAX USER3*
MAIL SENT LOCALLY TO USER:
USERA

Figure 3.11. Mail Response From Communications
Module to Originator of Message.

anticipated errors, but one never knows. Hence, the third generic
error check!
Depending on the error, the CM will try to retransmit the file
and/or resend the mail command in the hope of remedying the situation.
In the event that an error still occurs after so many retries, the CM
will mark this as an error and notify the originator. Although there
is fairly extensive error checking, this design of REMS assumes a
fairly competent user!
3.2.5 Sytek LocalNet 20 Communication Interface
The Sytek LocalNet 20 Communication Interface Module (SCIM) is
really the meat of the whole REMS (Figure 3.12). Without it, no com
munication occurs! SCIM's functions are:
1. Establish a session with the Sytek LocalNet 20 for a particular
remote system.
2. Logon to the remote system's REMS account.
3. Start the remote receiver program running.
4. Transmit the mail message.
5. Send a remote command to "mail" this message.
6. Read back responses from the remote system.
7. Logout and/or close the session with the Sytek LocalNet 20.
8. Communicate with the CM.
With one exception, all of the SCIM's functions are separate modules
of code which makes them easy to change.
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Figure 3.12. Sytek Communication Interface Module
(SCIM).
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Figure 3.12--continued
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Opening a session with Sytek LocalNet 20 consists of "calling"
the remote system with its unique address. The addresses for all REMS
are stored in a global data structure. The XENIX system treats the
Sytek LocalNet 20 ports as a file and must first try to open the file
to obtain ownership. It is opened in read/write mode, if no one is
currently using the port. If someone is using the system, the program
will notify the user (by mail) that it could not open a session. It
will then exit! The call is then made and assumed to go through (in
dicating a dedicated line). A parameter on the port is now changed to
"raw" mode from "cbreak" mode. "Raw" mode indicates that all charac
ters pass through the device without any action being taken, i.e. a
"delete" character has no effect. In this manner, all characters are
equal. If any errors occur and the session is aborted or closed, the
port will automatically return to its native mode.
The MISVAX requires that the port be allocated and assigned in
order to get ownership. Its characteristics are also changed to reflect
"raw" mode. The best way of communicating with the Sytek LocalNet 20
from the MISVAX is through VMS System Services which are callable from
Pascal. These system services do all the work relating to the port:
getting it, changing its characteristics, reading from and writing to
it, closing it, etc. There are other ways to implement this part of
SCIM, but they are even more clumsy than this method.
The MISVAX PCU has the "QUIET" attribute off on its outgoing
ports, so its SCIM is able to read back the Sytek LocalNet 20 response
to its call. If it cannot make the call, this will be flagged and
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control will be returned to the CM. If more systems have been specified,
they are tried. Once all successful attempts to coironunicate with a re
mote system have been made, the CM will check to see if any flags have
been set. If so, it will try to retransmit. A second failure will re
sult in a copy of theunsentmail message being made with the (new) un
fulfilled command line in it. It will be left in storage with its ori
ginal (unique) filespecification for the next alarm clock session to try
and send it. The originator of the message will be notified of this.
"Raw" mode is required for REMS because the local system will
otherwise interpret the incoming or outgoing characters and never send
them out. If "raw" mode were not in effect, "CR" and "LF" would never
get to the remote system who is waiting for them to signal the end of
the transmission/input (because the local system would normally eat
these characters).
Once the calls have been made, SCIM logs onto the remote com
puter by whatever means required by that system. Once again, a data
structure contains the login name and passwords. It should be noted
that throughout the communications program, a global variable, repre
senting one of the remote systems, is passed to all the different
modules to indicate which system is currently being worked on.
The Sytek Local Net 20 Network takes care of any errors in
transmitting. Therefore, once a system has been logged onto, the send
ing system's SCIM starts the remote receiver program running (Figure
3.13). Synchronization is established between the two programs and the
mail message transfer begins. The remote system has opened a file,
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(RECEIVER ^
OPEN A FILE
IN WRITE MODE
HANDSHAKE WITH
SENDING SYSTEM

RECEIVE TRANS
MISSION
WRITE TRANS
MISSION TO
FILE?
IF TRANS
MISSION
YES
CLOSE FILE
/SEND "FIN( ISHED MESSAGE
V TO SENDING SYS

Figure 3.13. Remote Receiver Program.
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whose name the sending program knows, into which the mail message will
go, along with any other pertinent data. Upon completion of the trans
fer, SCIMs will send the remote mail command to deliver this message
to the desired user. It will read back the response from the remote
system and communicate it back to the CM. Guided by the CM, the SCIM
will continue to send until it receives notice from the CM to logout
and close the session. Note that the SCIM is a slave to the CM!
Clean-up details have been omitted here!
Some obstacles which had to be overcome and were crucial to the
design of this REMS include the inability to read back the login prompt
while on the XENIX system. The problem was that the XENIX system has a
login process associated with each device. All characters are (by XENIX
system priority design) consumed by this login process. Therefore, the
login process must be disabled before attempting the Sytek Local Net 20
session. Normally, this would not be a problem. However, if one had
not logged onto this port, but was opening it and trying to read and
write from it through another program, the login process would still
be enabled. It would comsume all the characters coming off the line
for this port. This login process is a XENIX system process associated
with (terminal) ports. It picks characters off the line, waiting for
someone to signal that they wish to logon to the system through this
port.
Another obstacle was the differentiation between "CR" and "LF."
Each system has its own peculiarity with respect to which character it
accepts as a terminator for input.
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3.2.6 Error Checking
Error checking takes up a large percentage of the code and has
been explained throughout the implementation section. Although enough
error checking has been provided to make this REMS functional, more
error checking could be used. See the section under "Future Recom
mendations" for more on error checking.
3.3 Software Development and Test Methodology
Given the design requirements and the tools available for
implementation, software development begins. It is an iterative pro
cess best described as:
1. Theorize
2. Modularize
3. Design
4. Test
5. Debug
6. Integrate
3.3.1 Software Development
In any software development, it is important to become familiar
with the tools available to you, so that the majority of your time will
be spent on the project rather than on learning the tools or wasting
time using low level tools.
The XENIX system was the starting point for this process because
it was under CERL control and there were several knowledgeable system
experts present for consultation. With the help of these individuals,

work commenced on the XENIX system. The overall software structure was
conceived. Logical modules were created and the most crucial issue was
attacked first: namely, that of the Sytek LocalNet 20 Communication
Interface. The problem was researched in depth before design, to mini
mize the test and debug phase. This particular module was the most
difficult to get up and working on both systems due to the fact that
it is more of a trial and error type design than one which lends itself
to much pre-thought. That is precisely why it is the crux of the whole
thesis!
The test and debug phase of the software development first en
sures the functionality of the software. Then, error checking for the
individual module is tested/debugged. Eventually, it is necessary to
integrate. Integration is smoother if much forethought is put forth
before design begins. Integration should be a smooth process if all
the design requirements were carried out. The integration phase is a
subset of the software development. It requires theorizing, designing
and testing/debugging.
This software development is a logical process which uses good
programming practices such as top-down design, modularity and structured
programming. Documentating at the time of design, redesign and integra
tion is an absolute must. At the time of design, it was important to
keep in mind any constraints and to hopefully modularize them.
These practices were not necessarily followed in the MISMVAX
system because of several complications: Sytek LocalNet 20 ports went
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offline and some of the necessary tools were not present for a short
time. Whenever possible, these practices were adhered to.
The order of design was (originally):
1. SCIM
2. CM
3. UIP
4. MDM
5. ACSM
For the XENIX systems, this was pretty much the standard. However, as
was noted above, the MISVAX proved to be a different matter. The SCIM
and CM tended to be completed first and then integrated, followed by
the completion of the UIP and MDM and their integration, followed by
the integration of these two sets with the ACSM. Once the whole system
was integrated and functionally complete, first order fine tuning began.
More adjustments were made upon the advice of my advisor.
3.3.2 Test Methodology
To expand briefly on the test methodology employed, it can be
represented by:
1. Test modules for functionality.
2. Test modules for error handling capability.
3. Integrate the modules and test the interfaces to see that they
work as desired.
An important part of test methodology involves data structures, software
tools and definition files which will be discussed in the following
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section. All work, especially the changes, should be documented. The
author finds it helpful to make a note as to the nature of the problem
and later note the outcome.
Perhaps one of the most important concepts in software develop
ment is the design of the data structures. Important support material
are "definition files" and user-created software tools. Together, these
ensure the solidity of the code, provide for flexibility and readability
and define the personality of the software which should reflect the
design requirements.
In doing top-down design, one finds the needs to define the data
structures first. In this REMS, the important data structures are:
1. Login names and passwords of the remote systems' accounts.
2. The call sequence for each REMS system.
3. The command line structure which serves a dual purpose. It is
a structure of REMS system names, each of which may be followed
by a linked list of user names.
Figure 3.14 shows these data structures in detail. The structures are
global and thus accessible by all modules.
The definitions file is also global to all modules. It con
tains a list of constants which are given meaningful names. These
names are used throughout the software - in its data structures,
variables and code. The beauty of a definitions file is that only one
change is required to make many changes and the meaningful names make
the code easier to read, write and update/maintain (Figure 3.15).
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MACHINE
STRUCT CALL_MACH
{
CHAR UNID_ID[MAXLENG_NAME];
INT LENGTH;
}MACHINE [] =
{
"CALL 2020\N",10,
"CALL 200C\N",10,
"CALL 2OO0vN",10,
"CALL 7101\N",10
};

CALL 2020NN

10

CALL 2000VN

10

CALL 2006\N

10

CALL 7101\N

10

CALL SEQUENCE FOR EACH REMS'S SYSTEM

ACCESS
STRUCT LOG_PASS
{
CHAR U_NAME [MAXLENG_NAME];
INTU_LENGTH;
CHAR P_WORD [MAXLENG_NAME];
INT P_LENGTH;
}ACCESS [] =

XXXX\R

5

XX\ R

3

CCCCNR

5

CCC\R

4

{

UUUU\R

5

UU\R

3

MMM\R

4

MMM\R

4

"XXXX\R",5,"XX\R,3
"CCCC\R",5,"CCCVR",4
"UUUU\R",5,"UU\R",3
"MMM\R",3,"MMMSR",4

LOGIN NAMES AND PASSWORDS OF THE REMOTE SYSTEM'S ACCOUNTS

Figure 3.14. Data Structures of This REMS XENIX
"C" Example.

STRUCT MACHJJSRS
{
CHAR MUJIAME [MAXLENG_NAME];
STRUCT MACH_USRS *USRS;
}REMOTE [] =
{

"XENIX", NULL,
"CADVAX", NULL,
"UNIXVAX", NULL,
"MISVAX", NULL
};
MACHINES
XENIX
CADVAX

RAM

UNIXVAX

TAO

MISVAX

COMMAND LINE STRUCTURE

Figure 3.14--continued
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#define ECS

'\033'

#define DEL

'\177'

#define CR

\015'

#define delay

3000

#define MAX_MACH

4

/* maximum#of machines on network support* ing remote mail transfer*/

#define MAXLENG_NAME

20

/* max # of chars in a machine or user
* name*/

#define XENIX

0

/* define mnemonics for machines index into
* mach/user array of structures*/

#define CADVAX

1

#define UNIXVAX

2

^define MISVAX

3

#define LINE_LNG

82

/* max line length for file copying*/

#define MESS_LENG

60

/* character array storage length for
* mail messages returning from remote
* system*/

#define TRY_MM

3

/* max number of tries to retransmit mail
* message*/

#define MAX USRS

5

/* specifies the maximum number of users
* that can be specified on the command
* line while not having encountered the
* asterisk yet*/

Figure 3.15. Example of a Definitions File.

#define SUBJ_MAX

80

/* Max # of chars in mail 'subject'
* field*/

#define TIMELEN

27

/* Length of a string containing the time
* which is used as a filename*/

Figure 3.15—continued

Software tools are the mortar which holds the foundation to
gether. Sometimes these tools are recognized in advance and only
created early on thus making software development easier. As is more
often the case than not, as one develops software, a certain code starts
repeating itself. It is at this time that the repetitious code is
made into a tool which becomes more widely used. The strength of tools
liesnotonly in their ability to eliminate repetitious code, but they
make the code easier to write and easier to read, especially if they
are given meaningful names. Perhaps their greatest strength lies in
their debugging ability. They only have to be debugged once, thus
faulty code can be narrowed down. Sometimes, they even help to point
a direct finger at the guilty party. Another great benefit of such
tools lies in their modularity. In the future when the code needs to be
redone, these tools make it much easier. Perhaps they remain and the
other code changes or vice versa.
All these tools are vital to the software and are an important
part of good programming practice, software development and test method
ology.
3.4 Typical User Scenarios
The following is a presentation of a typical error free session
with this REM's UIP. The XENIX program is the same on both the 86
and the 286 systems. User's input is underlined. This software
assumes user familiarity with the local system. Abnormal termination
may cause strange results and/or result in the mail file not being
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sent. This section is intended to be a user's manual. The following
are valid command line examples:
xenix : tao *
cadvax: son ram*
misvax:ram son archie *
xenix : tao son ram*
The examples below are invalid command line inputs:
xenix tao *

; Missing colon

cadvax : tao, jsu * ; Illegal character - comma
misvax : son

; Missing asterisk

unix : tao *

; Illegal system name

In the event that the asterisk is NOT specified and everything else is
okay, the program will wait until an asterisk is specified. Any of the
other illegal inputs results in an error message being printed out and
the user must reinput the command line. The user is given the oppor
tunity to specify more than one command line per mail message (i.e. more than one remote system and list of users per mail message). If
the user specifies the same system twice, he'll be notified of such
and asked to grant overwrite privilege. The user is given ample oppor
tunity to rectify any changes he may desire. After the MENU selection
has been made, any operating system abort command (i.e. - XENIX "delete")
before the MDM delivers the message, will cause the whole session to
abort. After the MDM has delivered the mail, there is NO way to cancel
it. The only thing to do would be to create a message notifying all
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the same users of the incorrectness of the first. Figures 3.16
through 3.19 are examples of a user session with REMS.
3.5 Parameters for Modification
This section documents the modules which need changing if there
are any changes in the operating systems, mail systems, the implementa
tion languages, the hardware, or the Sytek LocalNet 20 Network. Changes
reflect those necessary for the XENIX systems, the MIS system and the
CADVAX system. Appendix G lists the changes. In studying this docu
mentation assume that operating system changes for things like terminal
I/O do NOT constitute a hardware change. Modules are marked to be
changed only if that particular change (examples: mail change) DIRECTLY
affects that module. Examples of some possible changes follow:
operating system:

VMS no longer supports the DCL command to
open a file

mail:

XENIX changes the directory (pathname)
where mail is stored

language:

PASCAL no longer supports calls to System
Services

hardware:

One of the ports becomes a unidirectional
port

Sytek LocalNet 20:

The command mode prompt changes (i.e.
"ESC-DEL")

The data structures and main programs absorb much of the general changes
in the operating system (rather than marking all of the modules as

SYTEK NETWORK MAIL COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

This server allows you to send mail to one or more of the following
systems on the network:
xenix
cadvax
unixvax
misvax
Enter a line of text or carriage return for the subject.
Subject: Valid user session.
Please be sure to terminate the following input with an asterisk.
System:Usernamel (Username2 Username3 . . .) *
cadvax:tao*
SYSTEM = cadvax
USER

tao

Correct? jy
Do you wish to specify another machine for this same mail message?
ji
For the system(s) and user(s) you have just specified,
system-cadvax:
tao

Figure 3.16. Example of a Valid User Session.

do you wish to:
1. Create a mail message.
2. Send an existing file.
3. Exit i.e. Abort
2

Input pathname of file you wish to send.
/usr/cecilia/defs.h
Do you wish to terminate this program?
1

$

Figure 3.16—continued

SYTEK NETWORK MAIL COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

This server allows you to send mail to one or more of the following
systems on the network:
xenix
cadvax
unixvax
misvax
Enter a line of text or carriage return for the subject.
Subject: Thesis demo showing illegal system name specification.
Please be sure to terminate the following input with an asterisk.
System:Usernamel (Username2 Username 3 . . .) *
xenid:tao*
-INVALID SYSTEM NAME.
Choose from one of the following:
xenix
cadvax
unixvax
misvax
xenix

Figure 3.17. Example of an Error in the Machine
Name Specification.

SYSTEM = xenix
USER

tao

Correct?

^

Do you wish to specify another machine for this same mail message?
n
For the system(s) and user(s) you have just specified,
system=xenix:
tao
do you wish to :
1. Create a mail message.
2. Send an existing file.
3. Exit i.e. Abort
3
$

Figure 3.17--continued

SYTEK NETWORK MAIL COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

This server allows you to send mail to one or more of the following
systems on the network:
xenix
cadvax
unixvax
misvax
Enter a line of text or carriage return for the subject.
Subject: Thesis demo with an error in the command line.
Please be sure to terminate the following input with an asterisk.
System:Usernamel (Username2 Username3 . . .) *
xenix tao*
--MISSING COLON.
Please be sure to terminate the following input with an asterisk.
System:Usernamel (Username2 Username3 . . .) *
xenix:tao son*
SYSTEM = xenix
USER

son

USER

tao

Correct?

^
Figure 3.18. Example of an Error in the Command
Line.

Do you wish to specify another machine for this same mail message?
n
For the system(s) and user(s) you have just specified,
system=xenix:
son
tao
do you wish to :
1. Create a mail message.
2. Send an existing file.
3. Exit i.e. Abort
2

Input pathname of file you wish to send.
/usr/cecilia/defs.h
Do you wish to terminate this program?
1

$

Figure 3.18--continued

SYTEK NETWORK MAIL COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM

This server allows you to send mail to one or more of the following
systems on the network:
xenix
cadvax
unixvax
misvax
Enter a line of text or carriage return for the subject.
Subject: Thesis demo illustrating overwrite feature.
Please be sure to terminate the following input with an asterisk.
System:Usernamel (Username2 Username3 . . .) *
xenix:tao*
SYSTEM = xenix
USER

tao

Correct? ^
Do you wish to specify another machine for this same mail message?
XL

Please be sure to terminate the following input with an asterisk.

Figure 3.19. Example Illustrating the Overwrite
Feature.
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System:Usernamel (Username2 Username3 . . .) *
xenix:tao son*
—SYSTEM ALREADY SPECIFIED.
Do you wish to overwrite.?
I

SYSTEM = xenix
USER

son

USER

tao

Correct? ^
Do you wish to specify another machine for this same mail message?
n

For the system(s) and user(s) you have just specified,
system=xenix:
son
tao
do you wish to :
1. Create a mail message.
2. Send an existing file.
3. Exit i.e. Abort
3
$

Figure 3.19--continued
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needing to be changed). It is recommended that all modules be checked
in the event that the software won't port to another system. This
section was devised to help any individual modifying or studying this
software.

CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
4,1 Results
In this thesis a distributed electronic mail system has been de
signed for various heterogeneous computer systems interconnected on a
Sytek LocalNet 20 Broadband local area network. This distributed elec
tronic mail system is built on top of the LocalNet 20's network pro
tocol services and on top of each computer system's operating system
and mail service. Thus, users can still work with their individual
mail systems.
The store and forward concept is this REMS's implementation.
Mail is created by the user and stored, and then picked up and forwarded
at a later time. Users then receive mail stating the status of their
requests. The store and forward concept lends itself to the natural
partioning of the software into two main parts --the user interface
program (UIP) and the communications program. Of course, there is a
receiving program on every destination system.
Currently, the XENIX system does not have a dedicated Sytek
line and cannot guarantee mail delivery (open a session). For the
above stated reason, the alarm clock/sentry concept (CRONTABS) cannot
be used right now. The system hangs if a session cannot be established.
Even though the REMS is not completely automated, mail delivery can be
performed manually by an individual user. Users now have a greater
88
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responsibility. Mail may be delivered to either the CADVAX or the
INTEL system.
The MISVAX does have a dedicated Sytek line and is, therefore,
fully automated. The turnaround time between mail creation and mail
delivery/acknowledgment has not yet been studied. Network monitoring
and monitoring the REMS's usage will provide feedback as to how to
change the turnaround time.
4.2 System Constraints
Existing limitations imposed constraints upon the design and
implementation of the REMS. Dedicated lines must be used for all mail
sessions to insure the integrity of the REMS. The XENIX system
requires that the outgoing port be "disabled" manually while trying to
open a session. Current implementation is based on the store and for
ward concept, no interaction between sender and receiver is possible
(see Section 4.3). The XENIX CRONTABS is not available to fully auto
mate the REMS (as explained in the previous section). Using PASCAL (on
the MISVAX) as the language of implementation is a derivation from the
original specifications, but there was no choice, as "C" was unavail
able at the time. However, the MISVAX now has "C" available. This
REMS will now be able to be updated.
4.3 Recommendations for Future Work
This REMS is functional now. Within the current implementation,
improvement in the following areas and/or addition of the following
is recommended:
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1. User interface
2. Error checking
3. Integration with other servers
4. Interactive version
5. Advanced mail services
4.3.1 User Interface Program
The current user interface program is a simple but standard
piece of software on each system. Error checking is minimal, thus ex
posing the REMS to inexperienced users, malicious users and inadvertent
abortive actions. More options are needed in the menu. A third option
combining the functions of the first two is required. This third op
tion would allow the same command line specification (i.e. SYSTEM(S)/
USER(S)) for both a newly created mail message and an existing file.
The command line specification of the UIP is not extremely userfriendly. There are many suggestions for a more comfortable UIP.
Several suggestions are to prompt the user for individual components
one at a time (i.e. system name, user name) and perform error checking
on the fly. It would be nice to have several means of input available
for the user - keyboard (menu driven or manual entry), function keys or,
for the future, mouses and voice recognition. Currently, error checking
is not performed on the user names which are input, posing a real dis
advantage. A more sophisticated UIP would necessitate the design of
an on-line help facility. Some means of aborting keyboard entry at
various times in the UIP would be another good feature to have and so
would the ability to retract a mail message still sitting in storage.
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In short, a more sophisticated, forgiving and intelligent UIP would be
desirable to make the user interface more friendly.
4.3.2 Error Checking
Suffice it to say that more extensive error checking is desirable
in all areas of this software. As explained in the previous section,
the user interface program is a very naive program and has the most
potential for improvement in this respect (due to its interactiveness).
However, the communications program is entirely responsible for the
completion/delivery of the mail request and must, therefore, be com
pletely reliable. In this respect, much more error checking would be
used in all modules of the communications program. An example is,
to be able to recover from computer and communications system crashes.
4.3.3 Integrate With Other Servers
Printer servers and file transfer servers on the LocalNet 20
LAN already exist. An integrated application program running electronic
mail, file transfer, and/or printer services would be an excellent ser
vice for users. Also, resources would be shared among the various
applications, thus improving efficiency.
4.3.4 Interactive Version
An interactive mail system would be convenient for the user,
allowing him to find out whether or not the mail would be delivered
immediately and, if so, to possibly wait for an immediate response.
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4.3.5 Advanced Mail Services
The very basic send mail function is implemented. The ability
to reply/forward mail messages would be nice. A receipt acknowledge
feature for each mail would be useful. Also, allowing for distribution
lists is almost a must. Both these options/services provide the user
with a higher level of services.
4.4 Future Projections
As computer networking technology grows, so will the need for
electronic mail. Perhaps the most promising market is the home computer
market or the PC market. Phone lines and satellite links make long
distance communication possible for the average home owner or PC user.
Remote electronic will supplement the Postal Service market for simple
messages which do not require the personal touch.
Future issues for EMSs are hybrid systems, standards, directo
ries and the use of TV sets. The wave of the future is to use the
telephone and the TV to deliver mail. This setup provides for broad
casting, distribution lists, etc. Cable TV companies are designing
two-way systems that can be adapted for message transfer needs (Lee,
1983).
A second issue in EMSs is EM directories. A great need for
developing directories exists so that everyone will be able to locate
everyone else in a fast and reasonable efficient manner. In January
of 1984, the Electronic Mail Association (EMA) announced that an EM
category heading would appear in the yellow pages directory of Bell
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operating companies (Electronic Mail Heading to Appear in Yellow
Pages, 1984).
Standardization of EMSs is a third issue. EMSs have been around
for more than a decade and standards are just now being established.
In multimedia (voice and video) computer based message systems (CBMS),
three areas need standardization:
1. Mail distribution
2. Message structure
3. Directory assistance, (from Forsdick, 1983)
Predictions for the future are that EM's greatest potential lies
in intercompany communications. A wide variety of services would in
clude:
1. Regular mail
2. Bulletin board services. (Drawback—computers can communicate
only with other computers whose users have subscribed to the
same service)
3. Computer to non-computer communication. (Implemented via
telex, telegram, mailgram, cablegram or complex letter).
(from Naughton, 1985)
The future holds bright promise for EM with all sorts of hybrid systems
providing a variety of services that will hopefully be standardized!
4.5 Summary
The author believes that the potential use for this REMS is
very good because of the diversity and number of computer systems and

users on the University of Arizona's Sytek LocalNet 20 LAN. Since no
standards currently exist and there are many heterogeneous computer
systems networked together, the need for this type of REMS will not
disappear in the near future. Even when commercially available REMSs
become plentiful, not everyone will be able to buy them because of their
price, lack of desired capabilities and the fact that many individuals
will want to implement REMS on top of their existing systems.
This REMS does provide users of the various computer systems
on the University of Arizona's LocalNet 20 LAN with the ability to
communicate using their individual existing mail services. The design
concepts used in this thesis make expansion and changes easy to accom
modate, as well as providing a model for other REMS.

APPENDIX A
VAX VMS 4.1 MAIL COMMANDS
ANSWER

LAST

SET MAIL_DIRECTORY

ATTACH

MAIL

SET PERSONALJIAME

BACK

MOVE

SET WASTEBASKET_NAME

COMPRESS

NEXT

SHOW ALL

COPY

PRINT

SHOW AUTO_PURGE

CURRENT

PURGE

SHOW COPY_SELF

DEFINE

QUIT

SHOW DELETED

DELETE

READ

SHOW FILE

DIRECTORY

REPLY

SHOW FOLDER

EDIT

SEARCH

SHOW KEY

ERASE

SELECT

SHOW MAIL_DIRECTORY

EXIT

SEND

SHOW NEW_MAIL_COUNT

EXTRACT

SET AUTO_ PURGE

SHOW PERSONALJIAME

FILE

SET COPY_ SELF

SHOW WASTEBASKETJIAME

FIRST

SET FILE

SPAWN

FORWARD

SET FOLDER

HELP

SET FORWARD

Note: Most of these have qualifiers.
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APPENDIX B
LOCALNET 20/100 PCU ATTRIBUTES
UNIT

BAUD

IDLE

GROUP

PARITY

EOM COUNT

CHANSP

STOPS

EOM CHARACTER

LOCATION

AUTOBAUD

NEWLINE

COMMAND

DCD CONTROL

EXPAND

LISTEN

DSR CONTROL

XON

PRIVILEGE

DTR CONTROL

XOFF

MAXSESSION

ECHO

FLOW

PCALL

QUIET

TIMEOUT

PUNIT
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APPENDIX C
LOCALNET 20 PCU COMMANDS
Autobaud

Flow

Privilege

Baud

Group

Quiet

Call

Help

Remote

Command

Idle

Status

DCD

Interrupt

Stops

Disable

Lisen

Suspend

Done

Location

Switch

DTR

Maxsession

Timeout

Echo

New!i ne

Unit

Enable

Parity

Xoff

Eom

Pcall

Xon

Expand

Punit
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APPENDIX D
SYTEK COMMAND RESPONSES
CALL COMPLETED TO XXXX YY - In response to a "call" command, the PCU
has completed a session initiation to the LocalNet PCU with an
address whose numbers are represented here by XXXX YY. When
the call is to a member of a rotary, the address uses only
the four digits designating the first member of the rotary.
CABLE JAMMED - One of the PCU self tests attempted to transmit a signal,
but was unable to access the network. This could indicate an
internal PCU problem, or a network that is busy. Try to connect
to the network when it is not being heavily used, to eliminate
one possible cause of failure.
CARRIER LOOPBK FAILURE - One of the PCU self tests transmitted a
carrier signal onto the cable, but did not receive the proper
response at its receiver after the signal traversed the network.
CHECKSUM ERROR. CALCULATED CHECKSUM = XX - A data inconsistency is
detected by the EPROM checksum self tests.
CONNECTION CLOSED BY XXXX - A connection between two PCUs was closed by
the remote unit. XXXX gives the remote address.
DATA LOOPBK FAILURE - One of the PCU self tests transmitted data onto
the cable, but did not receive the proper response at its
receiver after the signal traversed the network.
MEMORY ERROR AT XXXX YY - One of the PCU self tests has detected an

error in the PCU's memory at location XXXX. The bits in
error are set to one so they are designated as YY.
NO SESSION(S) - This message appears in response to any of several
commands given to the PCU when no session is active at the
port. The commands are: "done," "interrupt," "remote,"
"suspend," "switch."
NO REMOTE SESSIONS AVAILABLE - This message appears when no sessions
are available on the remote unit.
NO RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON REMOTE - This message results when the re
mote PCU lacks the resources to complete the requested call.
NO SERVER ON REMOTE - This message results when the remote device lacks
a server, that is, a high-level process necessary to complete
the connection.
NO SESSIONS AVAILABLE ON LOCAL PORT - All available sessions on the
local port are already in use.
NO SESSIONS AVAILABLE ON LOCAL UNIT - All available sessions on the
local unit are already in use.
PARAMETER ERROR - The "parameter error" message can occur in connection
with many different commands. These commands are listed alpha
betically below. This message generally means that the PCU has
been requested to do something it cannot do, or that it has met
a typographical error.
Baud - The baud rate specified is not available on the PCU.
Call - The parameter used by the "call" command is not recognized
by the PCU.

Chansp - The parameter used with the "chansp" command is not
recognized by the PCU.
Command - The parameter used with the "command" command is not
recognized by the PCU.
Done - The parameter used with the "done" command used the
number of a session which is not open to this port.
Enable - A PCU not configured for DSR may not enable the DSR
command unless PRIVILEGE is on. See COMMAND NOT IMPLEMENTED
ON UNIT.
End of Message - The parameter entered with the EOM command is
not recognized by the PCU.
Flow - The parameter entered with the "flow" command is not one
of those recognized by the PCU:EIA, XON, or none.
Location - The parameter entered with the "location" command
is out of the range accepted by the PCU.
Maxsession - The parameter entered with the "maxsession" command
is greater than the number of available PCU sessions.
Newline - The parameter entered with the "newline" command is
out of the range recognized by the PCU.
Parity - The "parity" value entered is not one of those recog
nized by the PCU - odd, even, or none.
Privilege - The parameter entered with the "privilege" command
is out of the range recognized by the PCU.
Stops - The parameter entered with the "stops" command is not
within the range recognized by the PCU: 1, 1.5, or 2.
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Suspend - The session number entered with the "suspend" command
does not belong to any current session.
Switch - The session number entered with the "switch" command
does not belong to any current session.
Timeout - The parameter entered with the "timeout" command is
not within the range recognized by the PCU: 0-30 minutes.
Unit - The "unitld" entered with the "unit" command is out of
range for that PCU.
OPENFAILURE - CAUSEUNKNOWNONREMOTE - The local unit has received an
unknown result code.
RECEIVED UNEXPECTED OPEN ACK - The remote unit acknowledged a request
to "open" a session, but the request has not come from the local
unit.
SESSION XX ABORTED TO YYYY - An abnormal condition caused the closure
of a PCU-to-PCU connection. XX indicates the number of the
aborted session; YYYY indicates the address.
STATUS - This information results from entering the "status" command.
It shows the current attribute values of the PCU port and the
status of established sessions connected to the port.
SSTAT - This information results from entering the short status ("sstat")
command. It shows the PCUs "unitld," "portld," and a list of
established sessions for the port.
UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION - NO RESPONSE FROM UNIT - The called unit does
not respond, perhaps because it is out of service.
UNABLE TO OPEN SESSION - REMOTE PORT(S) BUSY - The call request has
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specified a port which cannot accept the call. In addition, no
rotary ports are available.
COMMAND - One cause for this message may be that the command
entered has been disabled on the PCU.

APPENDIX E
ATTRIBUTES OF PCUs
Table E.l Attributes of PCUs Involved in My Thesis
UNIT

7101,0 7101,1

2000,0 2000,1

2010,0 2010,1

2020,0 2020,1

7103,0

GROUP

A

A

A

A

A

CHANSP

300

300

300

300

300

LOCATION

12,17

12,10

12,13

12,122

12,18

COMMAND

1B.7F

1B.7F

1B.7F

1B.7F

1B.7F

LISTEN

ON

ON

ON

ON

ON

PRIVILEGE

ON

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

MAXSESSION

1

1

1

1

1

PCALL

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

0000,0

0000,0

0000,0

0000,0

PUNIT

0000

0000,0

BAUD

9600

9600

9600

9600

19200

PARITY

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

STOPS

1

1

1

1

1

AUTOBAUD

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

DCD CONTROL

OFF

ON

OFF

DSR CONTROL

OFF

200

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

DTR CONTROL

OFF

ON

200

OFF

OFF

OFF

ECHO

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

OFF

QUIET

ON

ON

ON

ON

OFF

IDLE

5

5

5

S

5

EOM COUNT

0

0

0

0

0

EOM CHARACTER

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NEWLINE

OD

OD

OD

OD

OD

OD

NONE

NONE

EXPAND

NONE

NONE

NONE

OB

XON

11

11

11

11

11

XOFF

13

13

13

13

13

FLOW

XON

XON

XON

E1A

XON

TIMEOUT

30

30

30

0

0

0
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APPENDIX F
REFERENCE TABLE
Table F.1--CERL PCU and Port Reference Table
UNIT

LOCATION

ID,PORT

DEVICE

LocalNet

PRINCIPAL

EQUIPMENT

MODEL

USER
NELSON

1100,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/220

,1

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1101,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1102,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1103,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1104,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

J

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1105,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1106,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1199,0

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

GEOL 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222
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NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON
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Table F.l--continued

1125,0

6E0L 246

,1

GEOL 246

1127,0
,1
1129,0
,1
1131,0
,1
1133,0
,1
1135,0
,1

DASHER

20/100

NORTON

CH E 120B

WYSE

20/100

HANSON/

/GEOL

WYSE

CH E 120B

WYSE

PATTERSON
20/100

PATTERSON

/GEOL
CH E 120A

RAINBOW

/GEOL

RAINBOW

GEOL/134

Z-19

20/100

WITKOUSKI/
PATTERSON

20/100

MINES
GEO/134

HANSON/

JOHNSON/
EXPERIMENTAL

VDG

20/100

AKHTAR

NELSON

MINES

1200,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/220

J

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1201,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

,1

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1202,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

,1

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1203,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

,1

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1204,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

,1

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1205,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

,1

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

Table F.l —continued

1206,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

,1

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1207,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

J

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1208,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

J

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1299,0

MINES 324H

VAX-11/750

20/222

,1

MINES 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

1225,0

MINES 31

SOROC

20/100

DAEMEN

,1

MINES 31
20/100

KIM/

1227,0

MINES 233

TEK 4023

,1

MINES 233

TEK 4023

1325,0

AMEL 1 12

DASHER

,1

AMEL 112

TEKTRONIC

1425,0

EEL 106

Z-29

,1

EEL 106

HP 125

1600,0

AME 202

MV 10000

20/220

,1

AME 202

MV 10000

20/222

1601,0

AME 202

MV 10000

20/222

J

AME 202

MV 10000

1602,0

AME 202

MV 10000

,1

AME 202

MV 10000

1603,0

AME 202

MV 10000

,1

AME 202

MV 10000

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

NELSON

GLASS
20/100

CHAMPAC

20/100

MILLER
CONNOR

20/222

20/222

CRAM
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Table F.1--CERL PCU and Port Reference Table—continued

UNIT

LOCATION

ID,PORT

DEVICE

LocalNet

PRINCIPAL

EQUIPMENT

MODEL

USER

1607,0

AME 202

MV 10000

,1

AME 202

MV 10000

1608,0

AME 202

MV 10000

,1

AME 202

MV 10000

1610,0

AME 202

MV 8000

20/220

,1

AME 202

MV 8000

20/222

1611,0

AME 202

MV 8000

20/222

,1

AME 202

MV 8000

1614,0

AME 202

MV 8000

,1

AME 202

MV 8000

1625,0

AME 210B

DASHER

,1

AME 210B

TI 810

1627,0

AME 102B

20/100

LICHTER

2000,0

ECE 160

CAD

20/100

HILL

,1

ECE 160

VAX 11/750

2002,0

ECE 160

INTEL 310/3

20/100

C.E.R.L.

,1

ECE 160

INTEL 310/3

2004,0

ECE 160

HAYES

20/200

C.E.R.L.

,1

ECE 160

Z-29

C.E.R.L.

,2

ECE 160

Z-29

C.E.R.L.

20/222

20/222

20/222

20/100

,1

Table F.l—continued

,3

ECE 160

Z-29

C.E.R.L.

A

ECE 162

Z-29

C.E.R.L.

,5

ECE 160

PRO 350 VENIX

C.E.R.L.

,6

ECE 263

NATIONAL DEV SYS

COMP-LAB

,7

ECE 160

LA 120 (printer)

C.E.R.L.

2006,0

ECE 160

UNIX

,1

ECE 160

VAX 11/750

2010,0

ECE 225

INTEL 86/330

,1

ECE 225

INTEL 86/330

2013,0

ECE 225

,1

ECE 225

2015,0

ECE 225

INTEL 86/330

,1

ECE 225

FREE

2020,0

ECE 225

INTEL 86/380

,1

ECE 225

INTEL 86/380

2025,0

ECE 225

Z-29

,1

ECE 225

Z-29

2027,0

ECE 225

HAYES

,1

ECE 225

EPSON

2029,0

ECE 321

PRO 350

,1

ECE 321

LA 34

2031,0

ECE 223

VT-100

,1

ECE 223

IBM-PC

20/100

SZILAGYI

20/100

GATEWAY
LAB

20/100

GATEWAY
LAB

20/100

GATEWAY
LAB

20/100

GATEWAY
LAB

20/100

GATEWAY
LAB

20/100

GATEWAY
LAB

20/100

MARTINEZ

20/100

DUDLEY
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Z-29

20/100

CELLIER

ECE 107

Z-29

20/100

MATTSON

ECE 107

FREE

2037,0

ECE 152A

Z-29

20/100

PALUSINSKI

,1

ECE 152A
Z-29

20/100

SUNDARESHAN

20/100

ECE

2033,0

ECE 205

,1

ECE 205

2035,0
,1

2039,0

ECE 103

,1

ECE 103

2041,0

ECE 256

WYSE

,1

ECE 256

WYSE

NEE 106A

WYSE

2043,0

STUDENTS
20/100

MOYER

,1
2045,0

NEE 104

WYSE

20/100

NEE /

WYSE

REACTOR

2051,0

ECE 153

Z-29

,1

ECE 153

PRO 350

ECE 251*

WYSE

ECE 256

WYSE

2055,0

ECE 318B

WYSE

,1

ECE 318B

Z-29

,1

20/100

SEALE/
DOANE

,1

2053,0

SEALE/
NELSON

,1
2047,0

SEALE/

20/100

ZEIGLER

20/100

SCHOOLEY
STUDENTS

20/100

Denotes placement location of the PCU box.

SZILAGYI/
SCHEINFEIN
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UNIT

LOCATION

ID,PORT
2057,0

ECE 157

DEVICE

Local Net

PRINCIPAL

EQUIPMENT

MODEL

USER

Z—19

20/100

BIER

20/100

GATEWAY

i

> >

2018,0

ECE 225

,1
2023,0

LAB
20/100

ECE 225

,1
20??,0

LAB
ECE 225

20/100

20/100

ECE 225

GATEWAY
LAB

J
20??,0

GATEWAY
LAB

J
20??,0

GATEWAY

20/100

ECE 225

,1

GATEWAY
LAB

7101,0

BPA 107

VAX 11/780

J

BPA 107

DIAL-IN

7103,0

BPA 107

VAX 11/780

,1

BPA 107

DIAL-OUT

7109,0

BPA 403B

NCR TOWER

,1

BPA 403B

NCR TOWER

,2

BPA 403B

CT-100

,3

BPA 403B

VT-100

,4

BPA 403B

IBM PC

20/100

MIS

20/100

MIS

20/200

MIS
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,5

BPA 403B

NCR PC

,6

BPA 403B

HAYES

,7

BPA 403B

NCR PC

7127,0

BPA 107

,1

BPA 107

7200,0

CE 201A1

VAX

20/100

MIS

20/100

SIE

BAHILL

FREE

,1
7210,0

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/220

,1

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

7211,0

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

7212,0

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

7213,0

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

,1

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

20/222

7225,0

CE 100B

ATTACHE

20/100

TRIFFET

20/100

GLICKMAN

20/100

DESAI

20/100

BAHILL

BAHILL

BAHILL

BAHILL

HAYES

,1
7227,0

CE 402A

IBM PC

,1

CE 402A

Z-19

7229,0

CE 207A

DASHER

,1

CE 207A

TI810

7231,0

CE 324H

VAX 11/750

,1

CE 324H

VAX 11/750
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7233,0

CE 207A

DASHER

,1

CE 207A

TEKTRONIX

7235,0

CE 207A

,1

CE 207A

7237,0
,1
7239,0
,1
7241 ,0
,1
7243,0
,1
7245,0

20/100

DESAI

DASHER

20/100

DESAI

CE 318B

WYSE

20/100

DE NATALE

CE 318F

FREE

CE 220C*

GIGI

20/100

NEUTS

CE 220D
CE 220F*

YAKOWITZ
IBM PC

20/100

CE 220H
CE 324F*

DUCKSTEIN
WYSE

20/100

BAHILL
BAKER

CE 324J
CE 324D*

PIGNATIELLO

IBM PC

20/100

SEN
JOHN

,1

CE 324C

7247,0

CE 303A

,1

CE 303A

7249,0

CE 402A

AT&T-DI

,1

CE 402A

WYSE

7299,0

CE 201A1

KERMIT/VAX-750

,1

CE 201A1

KERMIT/VAX-750

7300,0

UCC 215

IDX

,1

UCC 215

CONNECT

WYSE

20/100

WYMORE
DIETRICH

20/100

S.E.R.F.

20/100

NELSON

20/220

ANDERSON

*. Denotes placement location of the PCU box.
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Table F.I—CERL PCU and Port Reference Table—continued
UNIT

LOCATION

ID,PORT

DEVICE

LocalNet

PRINCIPAL

EQUIPMENT

MODEL

USER

7301,0

UCC 215

,1

UCC 215

7302,0

ucc 215

CYBER

,1

ucc 215

DEC10

7303,0

ucc 215

VAX!

,1

ucc 215

VAX2,

7304,0

ucc 215

VAX3,

,1

ucc 215

PRIME

7305,0

ucc 215

,1

ucc 215

IDX

7306,0

ucc 215

IDX

,1

ucc 215

IDX

7307,0

ucc 215

IDX

,1

ucc 215

IDX

7308,0

ucc 215

IDX

,1

ucc 215

IDX

7309,0

ucc 215

IDX

,1

ucc 215

IDX

7310,0

ucc 215

IDX

,1

ucc 215

IDX

TO

Table F.l--continued

7312,0

UCC 215

IDX

,1

UCC 215

IDX

7314,0

UCC 215

IDX

,1

UCC 215

IDX

7315,0

UCC 215

IDX

J

UCC 215

IDX

7316,0

UCC 215

IDX

,1

UCC 215

IDX

7317,0

UCC 215

IDX

J

UCC 215

IDX

7335,0

UCC 215

Z-19

20/100

ANDERSON

J

UCC 215
20/100

MATHER

20/100

NELSON

7625,0

HAR 241D

DASHER

,1

HAR 241D

FREE

7627,0

HAR 237B

RAINBOW

,1

HAR 237B

FREE

7629,0

HAR 241A

Z-29

20/100

MATHER

,1

HAR 241A
20/100

IOZIA

20/100

ARNELL

7631,0

HAR 203

DEMO AND

,1

HAR 203

COURSE WORK

7633,0

HAR 306

WYSE

,1

HAR 304

WYSE

7635,0

HAR 308

WYSE

,1

HAR 312

FERRELL
20/100

SCHULTZ

APPENDIX G
PARAMETERS FOR MODIFICATION
OS

MAIL

LANG

XENIX : HUMAN.C
1 i ne_get

x

x

blank_lines

x

pr_net_mach

x

validjnach

x

correct

x

x

get_answer

x

x

findnline

x

x

get_system

x

x

errjusg

x

d i s p1ay_cmd_l i ne

x

eat_rest_line

x

pstruc

x

out-cmd_line

x

x

mailfile_create

x

x

lc
make_file_name

x
x

x

st_mail_nm

x

init

x
115

HARD

SYTEK

data structures
storage
main program

XENIX : SESSION.C
data structures
main
anyjnail
init
open_session
logon
commun
m_comm
len_str
scanjws
get_string
extract
1i ne_get
decide
storage
terminate
close_session
get_usrnm
1c
p_stuc

CADVAX.-RECEIVE.C
MISVAX:RECEIVE.PAS
XENIX:RECEIVE.C

MISVAX : HUMAN.PAS
data structures
main program
keep_cmd
cr_com_l i ne
out_cmd_1ine
strg_init
rsread
rread
scan_ws
eat_rest_line
p_struc
display_cmd_line
errjnsg
init
1i ne_get
pr_net_mach
1c
get_system
compare
valid mach

get_answer

X

correct

X

storage

X

X

connect.com

X

X

ceci.com

X

X

X

time.com

X

X

X

option2.com

X

mag_make_fi1e.com

X

X

X

opt2_make_fi1e.com

X

X

X

X

X

MISVAX : COM FILES

X

MISVAX : COMMUNICATE.PAS
init
p_rem

X

X

p_mail names

X

X

cr_del

X

X

stor_27

X

X

into_ds

X

X

cr_2names

X

X

rread

X

X

storage

X

X

compare
extract

X
X

X

c:r_l ocjncmd
main program
data structures
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